SPINAL  MOUNT  WEAPONRY

   This work was primarily done by Michael Sauer. I believe that these weapons are very balanced for nearly any campaign. SpM are primarily anti-SS/AF/BS weapons since they have a very limited firing arc (fighter firing arc). You must 'cross their T' to be hit, and not many ships are going to willingly do this more than once due to the incredible damage they do.  Below is a designer note description of the system. Please email Michael Sauer for the Beam Chart (and damage table). Thanks Todd Kes for additional K weapons. 


SPINAL MOUNT WEAPONS 			

TL 	Item		Cost		Hull		Dev

5	L-SpM		108		12		8,000
	F-SpM		144		12		10,000
 	Sg-SpM	144		9		4,500

7	Gr-SpM	144		18		16,000
	E-SpM		162		12		14,000
 	K-SpM		188		15		15,000

8	HET-SpM	252		18		24,000

9	Fc-SpM	288		18		16,000
	Grc-SpM	216		21		12,000

10	Kc-SpM	376		21		21,000
 	LLT-SpM	800		10		25,000
	GB-SpM	400		12		15,000


12	HET2-SpM	342		15		24,000
	Fc2-SpM	324		18		27,000
	Ec2-SpM	432		18		36,000

14	Kc2-SpM	512		24		30,000

15	Ec3-Spm	540		18		40,000
 	Fc3-Spm	360		18		45,000
 	HET3-SpM	504		12		50,000
 	NH-SpM	600		10		60,000
		


Energybeam Spinal Mount(E-SpM): Developed by the Ophuichi Navy when they were attacked by the Thebans in late 2370, this weapon ultimately crushed the agressive attacks by the Thebans. Cost is 162, 12 hull spaces, TL7, dev cost = 14,000. 

Energybeam, Capital Spinal Mount(Ec-SpM): An important leap within Ophuichi weapons development, the Ec-SpM was primarily installed aboard their battlecruisers, but occasionally the rare battleship sported this weapon. Cost is 360, 18 hull spaces, TL10, dev cost = 20,000. 

Energybeam, 2nd Generation Capital Spinal Mount(Ec2-SpM): A powerful advancement in firepower, the Ec2-SpM decimated enemy fleets all across Ficass Sector dutring the Ophuichi-Kaarn War. Cost is 432, 18 hull spaces, TL12, dev cost = 36,000. 

Energybeam, 3rd Generation Capital Spinal Mount(Ec3-SpM): The final generation of this weapon, energy beams were continually used by the OADC in their border wars, a weapon which fulfilled all their needs even though no other interstellar navy adopted them. Cost is 540, 18 hull spaces, TL15, dev cost = 40,000. 

Forcebeam Spinal Mount(F-SpM): A powerful increase in firepower came from developing this lethal, long-range weapon. Primarily an anti-ship weapon, spinal mounts have a very limited firing arc(fighter arc). Cost is 144, 12 hull spaces, TL5, dev cost = 10,000.

Forcebeam, Capital Spinal Mount(Fc-SpM): A powerful upgrade in firepower, the Fc-SpM was first used in combat in Hynaria against the gas giant mining stations. The Nofti Navy decimated the Hynarians production base, forcing their ultimate surrender. Cost is 288, 18 hull spaces, TL9, dev cost = 16,000. 

Forcebeam, Second Generation Capital Spinal Mount(Fc2-SpM): A vast increase in firepower over its predecessor, the Fc2-SpM has incredibly long range and devastating damage. Used widely in the Garreg-Nofti Wars, this weapon destroyed more capital ships than all the missile classes combined. Cost is 324, 18 hull spaces, TL12, dev cost = 27,000. 

Forcebeam, Third Generation Capital Spinal Mount(Fc3-SpM): Developed by the Terran Federation Navy at the outbreak of the Second Arachnid war, this weapon was primarily built in the Resolution-class superdreadnoughts and destroyed many enemy vessels. The TFN continually favored the forcebeam-class weapons over the hetlaser for some reason, but it was effective in dealing the Arachnids a death blow. Cost is 360, 18 hull spaces, TL15, dev cost = 45,000. 

Graser Spinal Mount(Gr-SpM): First developed by the Luren Empire in their endless wars against the Shern, the Gr-SpM proved somewhat effective against the massive Berserker assault against their Empire. Cost is 144, 18 hull spaces, TL7, dev cost = 16,000. 

Graser, Capital Spinal Mount(Grc-SpM): A powerful upgrade that were mounted on Luren Bonegrinder-class superdreadnoughts, this long ranged beam weapon damaged many small Berserker warships in the field, but couldn't hold back the deadly onslught. Cost is 216, 21 hull spaces, TL9, dev cost = 12,000.
 
Hetlaser, Spinal Mount(HET-SpM): A powerful laser weapon, the hetlaser was the TFN's primary beam weapon, and continued to be so in all of its wars. Cost is 252, 18 hull spaces, TL8, dev cost = 24,000. 

Hetlaser, 2nd Generation Spinal Mount(HET2-SpM): A powerful laser weapon developed by the Gagarin Labs on Old Earth, the HET2-SpM was thee primary TFN weapon for nearly sixty years, including the Yarrod War. Cost is 342, 15 hull spaces, TL12, dev cost = 36,000. 

Hetlaser, 3rd Generation Spinal Mount(HET3-SpM): A powerful upgrade in spinal mount weaponry, the HET3-SpM was heavily used during the Armageddon War by the TFN, but to no avail as Earth was reduced to a radioactive wasteland after the Hre'Daak's assault. Cost is 504, 12 hull spaces, dev cost = 50,000. 

Kinetic Spinal Mount(K-SpM): Developed by the Kess as they ventured into the dead Horune Empire, this system was desperately needed to defeat the automated systems of Cybercomp warships. 188 MCr, TL7, 15hs, 15,000 to develop.

Kinetic Spinal Mount, Capital(Kc-SpM): Developed by the ever efficient Vestrii race, this spinal mount system was especially effective in countering the Imperial Navy's thrust in the Horune system H-7, which the Vestrii had recently colonized. A region of dead space, the Horune left hundreds of warships lying around intact, to which the Vestrii put to good use! TL10, 376 MCr, 21 hull spaces. Dev cost: 21,000.

Kinetic Spinal Mount, 2nd Generation, Capital(Kc2-SpM): The ultimate in long-range firepower, the Kc2-SpM fired antimatter pellets at near-lightspeed, destroying many Vestrii enemies. TL14, 512 MCr, 24 hull spaces. Dev cost: 30,000. 

Laser Spinal Mount(L-SpM): The first in a generation of weapons, the laser spinal mount took the enigmatic Luren by surprise when the Shern first used them in front line combat nearly 80 years ago. Cost is 108MCr, 12 hull spaces, TL5, dev cost = 8,000. 

Spinal Mount, Gunboat Launching(GB-SpM): An advanced launching platform, this design was a radical departure for the Pact Navy, away from long-range beam firing spinal mounts. A mere 12hs for the bay and tube, the SpM holds 8 gunboats, firing them singly at speed 15(regardless of payload). They also land one per turn, onto a rear-facing landing pad. Due to the special bracing and power needs, only one spinal mount can be built per 50hs. TL10, cost 400, dev cost: 15,000. 

Spinal Mount, Long Lance Torpedo-Firing(LLT-SpM): A devastating long range weapon, the LLT firing spinal mount is a new system, which needs considerable testing before widespread use can be contemplated. At 20 hull spaces, it can fire up to ten LLT from its internal magazine. Due to the special bracing and power needs, only one spinal mount can be built per 50hs. A TL10 weapon, it costs 800 MCr to build, and 25,000 MCr to develop. 

Spinal Mount, Neutronium Hypermass Spinal Mount(NH-SpM): A rare material, neutronium is mined from the neutron star Phi Puma(whose exact location is highly classified) and is a result of research on ultra-dense material at the Trigon III University(aka Ultradense U). This spinal mount weapon fires highly dense neutron projectiles, which do one point of armor damage when entering a ship. This neutronium projectile is so dense that it can literally pierce a warship completely, regardless of its armor or shield defenses. A hypermass, this weapon causes ten points of damage internally(don’t count A or S). Due to the special bracing and power needs, only one spinal mount can be built per 50hs. This spinal mount is 10hs in size, costs 600, and development is 60,000. SIDE NOTE: Spinal Mounts were originally a collaboration between Michael Sauer and myself, and I would like to take the time to thank him for developing it. Some people have taken our tech and claimed it as their own, but credit should go to where it is deserved. Thanks again, Michael. TL15.



Spinal Mounts(SpM) are restricted in the following way:


CL and below(all carriers and freighters)-none
CA-BB one
DN-MN two 
MN+ three			
				


OTHER DATA:

*All fire must be at the same target(really one BIG weapon)

*SpM must be designed into the ship when first laid down. Cannot be
refitted or modified once built. 

*Designations are F-SpM, Fc-SpM, etc.

*SpM weapons are +1 to hit at ranges 20-24 and +2 to hit 25+. 

*Only beam weapons can be made Spinal Mounts(no plasma guns or primary
beams). 

*One of the most important aspects of the Spinal Mount Weaponry is the phenominal damage it does(x2 regular weapons).

*Spinal Mount Weapons also have a very limited firing arc(that of a fighter). 

*100% to damage, and add extra-range! SEE DAMAGE CHART! 




FINAL NOTE: Hope you like! I have found these weapons are VERY cool, and deadly. Thanx Michael Sauer!!!


